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A Perfect Escape:
Fantasy, Place and Narrative
in Adolescence
by Cydney Cherepak
This essay explores the realms of special places, the literary genre of fantasy, narrative, and comics. These topics are
traversed alongside subjects of adolescence and the creation of stories for middle-grade readers. Framed with personal
stories, as well as peaks into my process, I investigate these subjects through the lens of my own life and work, specifically my thesis project, a comic for middle-grade readers titled Beyond the Castle Walls. Beginning with adolescence in
association with special places, I consider the work of developmental psychologists David Sobel and Edith Cobb as they
pin-point the role of secret forts, nature, and imagination in middle childhood development. Moving into storytelling,
narrative is defined through the perspective of Greek philosopher Aristotle alongside American cartoonist and comics
theorist Scott McCloud, examining how comics and cartooning formally function as pathways for narrative content.
Looking to fantasy as narrative tool, I explore essays on the subject by English writer and philologist J.R.R. Tolkien and
American Poet W.H. Auden, defining fantasy and its role within storytelling. The essay concludes in defining a method
of storytelling that aims to aid in the personal development of its audience by using real life experiences and places,
along with narrative, to build a secondary world. This method brings together the topics of place, fantasy, narrative,
comics, and developmental psychology in creating stories for young readers, allowing the story to become a technology
for simulating a transitional experience in life.
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Fig. 1 (left)
Crop from Beyond the Castle
Walls, page 19.
Fig. 2 (right)
Prelimary Character Sketch,
Flynn.

The Necessity of Special Places
As a child, I often made-up magical adventures for my
friends and myself in far-off lands, built secret forts in
bushes and special spots in trees, and dreamed of growing up to become a mermaid deep in the ocean. I was
excited by the possibility of living far away from home
and exploring the world on my own. When I was around
10 years old, there were two crabapple trees in my front
yard. The tree closer to my house had a large branch that
forked into two sturdy branches. It was a perfect little
hammock for a small kid. Naturally, it wasn’t really perfect. There was a knob in the branch that poked at my
back, so I never stayed up in the tree too long, but I loved
the idea of a space fit just for me. In that tree, I could read
or draw and look out at the cul-de-sac from up high, on
my own. As an adult, I feel in some ways the same and in
some ways different. Of course, it would be very cool to
be a mermaid, and I love living on a second-floor apartment to see the neighborhood from up high, but I don’t
yearn for faraway places like I used to.
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The places I’ve lived have become important to me
almost in the same way people do. They become magical in their own way. In, A Sense of Place: The Artist and the
American Land, Alan Gussow defines place as “a piece of
environment that has been claimed by feelings. We are
homesick for places. . . And the catalyst that converts a
physical location into a place is the process of experiencing deeply”.1 Gussow describes this bonding with place
that I have often felt but haven’t quiet been able to put to
words before. He describes how depth of experience and
emotional connections are what add meaning to a place. I
remember being emotional the day that my family helped
me move into my first college dorm room. I knew I was
supposed to be excited, but I was overwhelmed to leave
my hometown, a place that encompassed so much of what
I knew about the world. It felt like I was leaving so much
of myself — my parents, the warm dock in the summer,
first dates, muddy soccer fields, my favorite custard shop.
Places have the ability to capture so many experiences,
memories, and people all in one space.
This kind of space, a place claimed by feelings and
experiences, is what I have constructed within the setting
of my thesis project. It is a place that the reader can feel
themselves becoming immersed in, as the specificity and
ambiguity meld to form a space that is tangible and reminiscent of home. The story, set in modern time, begins in a
Midwest, suburban town loosely based off my hometown,
a suburb just east of Kansas City, MO. My hometown is the
place that I most associate with adolescence and growing
up, which is why I chose it as inspiration in creating a story
with a middle-grade audience in mind. We moved there
when I was ten, leaving the crabapple trees for a residential
lake. Many of my memories there include schoolwork at
the kitchen table, barefoot walks through cut grass, awkward bike rides with my neighborhood crush, arguments
with my (obviously wrong) younger brother, and warm
summer nights that felt endless. Like with the crabapple
tree, many of my favorite moments within adolescence
took place outside.

Fig. 3(above)
Preliminary sketch for Beyond the
Castle Walls hometown.
Fig. 4 (left)
Photograph of my childhood home
at Lake Tapawingo, MO.

Fig. 5, 6, 7 (above)
Preliminary sketches drawn from
photographs of my hometown.
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1

Gussow, A., Friends of the Earth, Joslyn Art Museum, Joslyn
Art Museum Staff, R. Wilbur, Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery,
D. Brower, and Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery Staff. 1972. A
Sense of Place: The Artist and the American Land. A Sense of
Place: The Artist and the American Land, v. 1. Friends of the
Earth.
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Fig. 8
Character lineup from left to right,
Evelyn, Flynn, Forrest, and Matt.

Adolescence is defined as the period of development
from the onset of puberty to the attainment of adulthood, usually between 11 and 13 years of age, and continuing through the teenage years.2 In a cultural sense, The
Oxford Companion to Women’s Writing in the United States
describes how the idea of adolescence has a strong hold on
the Western imagination as it embodies values of exploration, growth, becoming, and the pursuit to overcome both
the physical, mental, and societal struggles of growing up.
It’s often addressed within narratives as a “coming-of-age”
story that illustrates the hurdles of one’s teenage years.3
Within my project, a 48-page middle-grade graphic
novel chapter titled Beyond the Castle Walls, adolescence
plays a key role. Each character is overcoming their own
obstacles associated with growing up. Evelyn is an only
child whose family is about to move across the country.
She fears that she will lose her childhood friends and struggle in a new city without them. Her friend Flynn lives next
door with his annoying younger brother Forrest. Flynn and
Forrest’s father suffers from depression. Flynn bottles up
and conceals his feelings and concerns for their father,
closing himself off to Forrest who wants to feel accepted
and grow closer to his cool, older brother and his friends.
Matt moved in down the street a couple of years prior and
takes every chance he can get to escape the reins of his
strict parents and their high expectations. He’s unsure
of himself in most situations but feels at-home with his
friends Evelyn and Flynn. The adolescent characters in my
story reflect what the audience, middle-grade readers aged
8-11, might be facing in their own lives as they are about to
enter adolescence.
2

Colman, Andrew M. 2015. “Adolescence.” In A Dictionary of
Psychology. Oxford University Press.

3

Berkson, Dorothy BerksonDorothy. 2005. “Adolescence.” In
The Oxford Companion to Women’s Writing in the United
States. Oxford University Press.
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In creating a world for a middle-grade audience, it
was important for me to learn more about the spaces the
middle-grade children gravitate towards and why. David
Sobel’s book Children’s Special Places looks at the role of
forts, dens, and bush houses from a developmental psychology perspective on middle childhood. In exercises and
interviews with multiple children, Sobel discovers that
children in middle childhood gravitate towards spaces
within nature that they can call their own. Reinforced by
childhood development theories within the field, Sobel
insists that middle childhood is a critical period in the
development of the sense of self. He emphasizes that, in
creating secret forts within nature, children can retreat to
a safe space that is entirely their own to mature and begin
to perceive and unfold their individuality within the big
world outside.4
A great example of this within middle-grade literature is Katherine Paterson’s Bridge to Terabithia. The novel
tells the story of two children that create a magical, imaginary kingdom in the forest near their town. Fifth grader
Jesse Aarons and his new neighbor Leslie Burke become
friends after Leslie beats Jesse in a footrace at school.
Before meeting Leslie, Jesse was habitually fearful, angry,
and depressed due to his family’s struggles and the hardships of his homelife. As Jesse and Leslie retreat to their
secret kingdom in the woods, they grow and learn more
about themselves and the world around them. Even after
Leslie tragically passes away, Jesse becomes more courageous, lets go of his frustration and anger, and even shares
their secret kingdom with his younger sister, giving her
the opportunity to mature and escape in their imaginary
world, just as he did.5
4

Sobel, David. 2002. Children’s Special Places: Exploring the
Role of Forts, Dens, and Bush Houses in Middle Childhood.
Wayne State University Press.

5

Paterson, Katherine. 1977. Bridge to Terabithia. 1. United
States: Thomas Y. Crowell Co.
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Fig. 10 (left)
eBoy, “Alternate Movie Poster,” The Kings of Summer, 2013.
In the 2013 film The Kings of Summer, directed by Jordan Vogt-Roberts, three
teenage boys carry out a plan to run away from home, leaving behind their
dysfunctional families and responsibilities. They build a house in the woods,
live off the land (somewhat successfully), and eventually find that the paradise they created for themselves is not ideal. In an argument over a girl, two
of the boys return to home to civilization, leaving the main character, Joe, to
fend for himself in the woods. Throughout the movie, the three boys struggle
with the challenges of adolescence as they grow in their independence, emotional intelligence, and sense of the world. This goofy, comedy-drama was
a large inspiration for tone in the beginning stages of my project because of
the balance it strikes between the funny, angsty energy of teenage boys and
the sometimes-difficult realities of growing up and friendship.
Fig. 11 (below)
Baynes, Pauline, “Book Illustration” The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe,
1950.
Children’s’ fantasy novel The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, written by
C. S. Lewis, places four siblings within a magical world called Narnia, a land
of talking animals and mythical creatures ruled by the evil White Witch. The
entrance to Narnia was discovered by the youngest of the four siblings, Lucy,
via a magic wardrobe in a spare room. With the help of new friends found
within Narnia, the four children overcome many obstacles, both personally
and as a team, to help defeat the White Witch and her evil reign. The story
begins in the during wartime England as the four children are evacuated from
London in 1940 to escape the Blitz. They are sent to live in a large house on
the English countryside, where they eventually find the magical wardrobe.
The magical, natural world of Narnia is an escape for the children to forget
about the troubles their country is facing, grow as individuals, and learn to
face their fears.

Figure 9 (above)
Diamond, Donna, “Interior Book
Illustration,” Bridge to Terabithia,
1977.
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Middle-grade children look to the natural world as a
space to call their own and learn about themselves. In my
story, they can relate to characters doing the same thing. As
my thesis narrative moves forward, the four main characters choose to escape their problems at home and run away
into the freedom of the nearby forest. They turn to a space
within nature that’s wild and uncontrolled, a space no longer dictated by adults or society, that they can claim as their
own, just as I did with my crabapple tree, and many other
children do with secret forts and dens in the wild, weedfilled corners of their backyards. The suburban landscape,
made up from a mix of rural and urban features mirrors
the liminal, in-between nature of middle-grade and adolescence, leading the characters to scout out moments of
freedom and independence in the wilderness that is uncontrolled by society and adults. As they journey to seek shelter in some abandoned cabins at an old campsite, they lose
their way and encounter a world beyond what they had
ever seen before. They soon notice the environment around
them changing. The familiar flora of the forest shifts into
plants and trees they don’t recognize, and instead of the
cabins they had been searching for, they cross the threshold
of castle ruins from another time.
In Edith Cobb’s “The Ecology of Imagination in
Childhood”, she points to middle childhood as a unique
stage in development for fostering the relationship between
person and the natural world:
The study of the child in nature, culture and
society reveals that there is a special period, the little understood, prepubertal, halcyon, middle age of
childhood, approximately from five or six to eleven or
twelve, between the strivings of animal infancy and
the storms of adolescence—when the natural world is
experienced in some highly evocative way, producing
in the child a sense of some profound continuity with
natural processes.

In the setting of my story, a forest where the natural world is experienced in an exaggerated, magical way,
I elicit the highly evocative experience with nature that
Cobb describes in middle-grade children. The secret,
nature-inspired fantasy world, is the perfect place to talk
about adolescence and the issues that come with it. I take
advantage of this imaginative moment in childhood development that Cobb describes, speaking to children at a time
in their lives when their imaginations are still reeling with
wonder and awe for the playground that the natural world
lends them. At this same moment they are also beginning
to understand and deal with the challenges that the real
world presents. The setting illustrates the world through
a child’s lens of imagination, in the way they might see
a secret fort in the bushes through their mind’s eye. The
enchanted forest takes our world and exaggerates it, making it weird and different and beautiful, so that it becomes
something new, just as children do when playing pretend. Like the characters in my story, children might also
be looking to forts and hideaways in the woods to distill
their problems, take time for introspection, and think
about what they want from their future as teens and adults.
Within my thesis story, a middle-grade audience will be
able to relate and learn more about their own situations
within an inviting fantasy world designed just for them.

Fig. 12 (left)
Page 2, Beyond the Castle Walls
Figure 13. (right)
crop of page 34, Beyond the Castle
Walls.
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Narrative Strategies: Social Realism
and Simplification
Comics and narrative share a similar encompassing quality to places. Fictional comics and stories encompass
their own place and time that only exists within the contents of their pages. They are, in themselves, their own
little worlds as they capture experiences, lives, places,
and people between two covers. This gives comics the
unique ability to isolate a moment in time. For example,
the characters within my thesis project will never exist
outside of their narrative and the world I create for them,
but within the story they encounter a range of experiences, feelings, and characters along their trek. The narrative becomes its own special place. One definition of
narrative in The New Oxford American Dictionary defines
the term as “a spoken or written account of connected
events: a story.”6 Although broad, this is a good place to
start when defining such a big term. We can then whittle it down by thinking more about the different parts
that make up a story. Aristotle defines story in terms
of structural unity, as something that has a beginning,
middle, end, and has the capacity to be held in the head
and understood all at once. He insists that the unity of
the plot is essential to a good narrative, and that the plot
must move from beginning to end according to a tightly
organized sequence of necessary or probable events.7

6

Puckett, Kent. 2006. “Narrative.” In The Oxford
Encyclopedia of British Literature. Oxford University Press.

7

Aristotle. 1961. Aristotle’s Poetics. New York: Hill and Wang,
[1961] ©1961.

Similarly, Scott McCloud defines comics as “juxtaposed pictorial and other images in deliberate sequence.”8
Narratives take form in comics through a combination of
images and text in a sequence of panels. The audience is
observing the parts of the story, the panels, but perceiving
them as a complete, whole narrative. The artist and author
provide the elements to create the story: the setting, the
characters, and the dialogue, but the imagination of the
viewer is key in bringing it all together form the narrative.
This makes comics the perfect form for narrative content,
especially for children already filling up their own world
with imagination. Comics allow the viewer to participate
actively through imagination as they fill in the gaps of
what happens between two panels, in the open space called
the gutter. Great spans of space, time, and movement can
happen in the gutter, allowing the viewer an amount of
imaginative authority within the narrative that is only surpassed by the written word.9
8

McCloud, Scott. 1993. Understanding Comics: The Invisible
Art. New York, NY: HarperCollins Publishers, 9.

9

McCloud, Understanding Comics, 64-69.
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Comic narratives structurally rely on actions and dialogue to move the story plot forward and communicate
character development. Comics can also use thought bubbles and narration, but usually the bulk of the storytelling
work takes place in the panel-to-panel transitions, actions,
and speech bubbles. Comics that primarily rely on these
story elements are engaging social realism.
In Auden’s Secondary Worlds, he highlights the Icelandic
sagas, which prioritize social realism to create a fictional
narrative that feels plausible and showcases the strengths
of mixing aspects of the real world with an imagined world.
He argues that “the historian, or social realist, begins by
asking ‘What do I know for certain about my fellow human
beings?’, and his answer is: ‘What they do and say in the
presence of others who can bear witness to it. I may be able
to make plausible guesses about their unspoken thoughts,

but guesses are not evidence, so I must exclude them”. 10 He
is describing how stories that use social realism as a tool
tell most of the story through the dialogue and actions of
characters. These types of stories pull inspiration from the
real world and how we experience it to create an imagined
world that feels as if it could be real or that the events of the
story could have happened. There’s no internal monologue
or narration keying us into the story. In the real world we
only know things about people through what they do and
speak. I wouldn’t say that my work is pure social realism
storytelling, there are obviously not blue woman-knights
or talking bears walking around suburban Missouri (that
we know of ), but the narrative is told almost entirely
through dialogue and action and parts of the world-building process pull from reality to build a story that is relatable, accessible, and authentic.
10 Auden, W.H. 1968. “The World of The Sagas.” In Secondary
Worlds. London: Faber and Faber Limited, 60.

Fig. 18
Page 33, Beyond the Castle Walls.
Between panels 3 and 4, the audience must fill in the gaps of what is
happening in the gutter. The physical fight is never shown on the page,
only the confrontation before, the
sound of the physical fight, and an
image of the aftermath: the broken
branch. The audience is invited to
imagine the physical fight on their
own.
Fig. 19. (opposite)
Crop of Spread 24-25, Beyond the
Castle Walls.
This spread utilizes dialogue through
text bubbles to let the reader know
the characters’ thoughts and move
the story forward.
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Fig. 20 (left)
Andrews, Ryan, This Was Our Pact,
2019, Page 166.

Fig. 21 (above)
Spread 28-29, Beyond the Castle
Walls.

An example of social realism in comics can be seen in
this section of panels from Ryan Andrew’s graphic novel
This Was Our Pact (Fig. 20). The two main characters, Ben
and Nathaniel have been forced to do chores in a witch’s
enchanted cellar. Ben is angry that Nathaniel got them
trapped in the cellar, while Nathaniel is making the best
of the situation and trying to have fun. We as the audience
don’t know the two boys’ feelings because of a narrator or
because their internal monologues have told us how they
feel. Instead, we see and hear how they are feeling in what
they say, their actions, and the expressions on their faces.11
Comics like this apply Auden’s social realism in how they

are creating emotional arcs and moving the story forward
through dialogue and actions. Even though the boys are
fighting about chores and a talking bear in an enchanted
cellar, the argument between these two characters feels real
because we can relate it to how we’ve seen two boys argue
out in the real world. In my thesis comic, I’ve used social
realism in the same way – the characters may by inhabiting
a fantasy world, but the dialogue, actions, and panel transitions are driving the story. Figure 21 shows the three main
boys bickering, similarly to Andrews’ characters, while a
mysterious knight character is silently watching and listening before confronting the boys.

11 Andrews, Ryan. 2019. This Was Our Pact. 1st ed. New York,
NY: First Second, 166.
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By using a more simplified, graphic style of drawing
to depict the characters and setting within my comics, I set
the viewer’s focus on the narrative and underlying themes
of the story. The simplified way of drawing also allows for
an amount of universality in the setting and characters.
The more simplified a drawing is on a spectrum of simple versus photorealistic, the more possibilities it holds
in what it is depicting. There is a slight tension between
the specificity of social realism and the simplification of
cartooning, but the ambiguity of the drawings allows the
reader to interpret the story from their own perspective,
making it more real to their own experiences. McCloud
defines cartooning as “a form of amplification through
simplification. When we abstract an image through cartooning, we’re not so much eliminating details as we are
focusing on specific details. By stripping down an image
to its essential ‘meaning’, an artist can amplify that meaning in a way that realistic art can’t.”12 The tension between
social realism and the simplification of cartooning is a constant balancing act. I’m continually thinking about how
the form of the narrative and the drawings can best fit my
intended audience and deliver the content that I am exploring in an accessible, engaging, and illuminating fashion. I
want the audience to relate to my narrative, see themselves
in the characters, and envision the enchanted forest as the
woods near their own home.

Cydney Cherepak

The tension between social realism and cartooning
in comics shows through in the development of the story
characters. I began by drawing undefined shapes all over a
spread of my sketchbook for each character. These shapes
were future heads and bodies for each character. The silhouettes helped me to ideate different distinct shapes for
each character, starting from very simplified blobs drawn
in paint marker. The silhouettes, devoid of contour lines
or interior detail, allowed me to make each character different from one another at their most simplified state.
This would keep me from using too many minute details
to differentiate the characters in the later drawing stages.
Leaning towards simplification versus naturalistic depiction in the cartooning of the characters was key in developing them to be distinct, yet relatable for the audience.
I then filled the silhouettes with lines to define the facial
characteristics, clothing, and hair for the different character ideations in the end choosing options that felt like they
lived in the same world, in that they had similar drawing
approaches to the eyes, hair, or other characteristics.
Specificity and social realism became important in
developing the personalities and final touches of each
character to make them feel real within the narrative. I
based the disposition and struggles of each character on
people and experiences from my own life to build on that
authenticity and help their voices sound genuine in the
dialogue.

12 McCloud, Understanding Comics, 30-31.

Fig. 22 (left)
McCloud, Scott, Understanding
Comics, 1993, Panel from Page 31.
Fig. 23 (right)
Character Explorations, Matt.
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One Foot in Reality, One Foot in a
Fantasy World
In J. R. R. Tolkien’s essay On Fairy-Stories, he discusses
the fairy-story as a literary form in which storytellers can
talk about our own world from the perspective of a fantasy world beyond our own, calling this invented world a
“Secondary World”. Secondary Worlds are narratives that
your mind can enter with their own set of laws, different
from our own reality.13 The fantasy elements of a Secondary
World are things that aren’t found in our world at all or
are generally believed not to be found there; They could
take the form of talking animals, enchanting spells, magical portals, and any other impossibilities an author can
conjure up within their imagination. Along this vein of
thinking, fantasy can be defined as a general literary term
for any kind of fictional work that is not primarily devoted
to realistic representation of the known world. 14 The
Oxford Encyclopedia of Children’s Literatures elaborates that
the presence of magic within fantasy “may be unfolded
into a whole universe or reduced to just one tiny magical
bit”.15 For example, Marvel’s Cinematic Universe, is, as you
can guess from the name, is an entire fictional universe
touched with magic. There are distant fictional planets,
magical creatures and beings, portals through space and
time, and advanced technology far beyond the bounds of
reality.16 On the other end of the spectrum, Guillermo del
Toro’s 2017 film The Shape of Water could be a normal, realistic Cold War drama if you took away the one fantasy element (an amphibian man).17
My work often falls somewhere in between this spectrum, placing one foot in reality and one foot in a fantasy
world. This takes form in narratives rooted in the real
world and personal narrative that make use of fantasy as
a setting and device to enhance and simplify our world,
relating to the amplification through simplification that
occurs in cartooning. It’s also an opportunity to make
my favorite parts of our world even more exaggerated
and exciting to draw, such as plants, animals, and trees.
These elements of place help build depth in the narrative.
13 Tolkien, J. R. R. 1947. “On Fairy-Stories.” Oxford University
Press, 60.
14 Baldick, Chris. 2015. “Fantasy.” In The Oxford Dictionary of
Literary Terms. Oxford University Press.

Much of the flora depicted in Beyond the Castle Walls began
as sketches of trees and plants that I photographed my
walks to class through Forest Park in St. Louis, MO. As
the story developed, so did the drawings. I found specific
elements that were more fun to draw, and focused on exaggerating those, finding ways to make the plants evoke a
sense of familiarity, but also feel somewhat fantastical and
strange. The development for the castle within the story
followed the same path; It is based off the castle ruins at
Ha Ha Tonka State Park in Camdenton, MO. I wanted to
find a place in my home state that I could visit and experience myself, before melding it into a fantasy element of
my story, in the hopes that Missouri residents might subconsciously recognize it as something from their own lives.
This process slowly turns our world and personal places
into a Secondary World.
I’m interested in the use of fantasy — creating an
imaginary, Secondary World — to touch on real-world concepts of adolescence and friendship. In creating a fantasy
world, I am building a space where these issues can be illuminated and shaped by their setting. As the main characters of my story find themselves lost in an enchanted forest,
they come to meet two characters that wouldn’t exist in
our world — a talking, blue bear, and a fierce knight from
a race of creatures outside our world and time. Fictional
narratives give authors the opportunity to design a world
specifically made to challenge and help their characters
grow. The enchanted forest and castle were designed to
be a beautiful escape for the four main characters, much
like secret hideouts or forts middle-grade readers might
build in their backyards and nearby woods. On the surface, it is magnificent and different from the things they
dislike about home. It doesn’t have any adults or authority.
Instead, the plant-life grows wild and free, and the castle
can serve as building blocks for their new home. It doesn’t
take long before the characters discover that this place is
not as perfect as it had seemed. The forest presents its own
challenges, allowing each character to face their fears in
this illuminating setting.

Cydney Cherepak

Fig. 24 (above)
Panel from Page 16, Beyond the
Castle Walls.
Fig. 25 (right)
Reference photograph of the castle
ruins at Ha Ha Tonka State Park in
Camdenton, Missouri.

15 Nikolajeva, Maria. 2006. “Fantasy.” In The Oxford
Encyclopedia of Children’s Literature. Oxford University Press.
16 “Marvel Movies | Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU) | Marvel
Studios Films.” n.d. Marvel Entertainment.
17 Toro, Guillermo del. 2017. The Shape of Water. Romantic
Fantasy. Fox Searchlight Pictures.
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The two supporting characters, the knight and the
bear, along with the setting, were designed to mirror Flynn
and Evelyn and their struggles. Evelyn runs away from
home because she fears losing her friends as her family
moves away. In the enchanted forest, she finds herself separated from her friends, lost to face her fears alone, until
she meets the lonely bear who shares her fears. Animal
characters give a voice to the character of place as animals
bridge the gap between humanity and the environment.
The bear speaks on behalf of the lonely, abandoned castle and wildness of the forest. Flynn runs away to escape
his sadness and pain about his father, but soon finds himself faced with the reality of how he would feel if he were
to lose his father. He encounters the knight, who left her
own father in a fit of anger, returning now to the castle
after he has passed. Flynn helps the knight through her loss
and learns that he cannot avoid his own sadness. He must
instead face it, so that it doesn’t take over and keep him
from appreciating and helping his own father through his
struggles. Themes of identity, independence, friendship,
courage, and growing up — universal subjects we all deal
with as humans — are highlighted in this fantasy setting
that allows viewers the opportunity to face difficult subjects through the imaginative eyes of a child.
Tolkien argues that the best fantasy stories deal
largely “with simple or fundamental things, untouched by
Fantasy, but these simplicities are made all the more luminous by their setting”.18 Fantasy helps us to understand
and face our own world through the lives and characters of
another. In Secondary Worlds like those in fantasy, difficult
subjects can be presented in a more simplified, comprehensible form. This is at the heart of why I chose fantasy
for a middle-grade audience. I have been carving a path
to talk about childhood and adolescence through the illuminating lens of fantasy. The inviting nature of fantasy is
enhanced by the amplification and simplification used in
cartooning and comics. These elements lead the audience
to the underlying, real-world messages within the story.

Cydney Cherepak

Transitional Storytelling
In a time where children have so many resources to
learn about the world and themselves externally through
the vast world of the internet and media content, I showcase learning through introspection, imagination, and
worldbuilding within the pages of stories. I mesh how I
saw the world as a child and how I see it now. My connection with places has adapted and will continue to change as
I age, but that sense of magic and active noticing that children see in our world is something I hold onto and harness
in my stories. I display the familiar, everyday parts of our
lives in a magical light. Fantasy provides the perfect setting
to latch onto the magic elements of our world and build an
inviting escape for the audience, creating an encapsulating
environment that ignites their imagination.
Psychology helps us to understand how the encapsulating experience of storytelling can help readers through
transitional phases of their lives, such as adolescence. D. W.
Winnicott was a pediatrician and psychoanalyst who was
especially influential in the field of object relations theory
and developmental psychology. In “Transitional Objects
and Transitional Phenomena— A Not-Me Possession”, he
describes the phenomena of infants using an object such
as a blanket or teddy bear to aid in their transition from
their mother’s breast, to being able to accept and experience the outside world. The transitional object stands in
for the breast and lets them “reality-test” the outside world
while they are in this critical developing stage of life.19 This
may seem like a step in another direction, but we can easily
relate Winnicott’s transitional objects to fantasy storytelling for young readers and meld the ideas into a new term
that borrows some of Winnicott’s concepts: Transitional
Storytelling.
19 Winnicott, Donald Woods. 1969. “Transitional Objects
and Transitional Phenomena. A Study of the First Not-Me
Possession.” Psyche 23 9: 89–97.

18 Tolkien, “On Fairy-Stories.”, 68.

Fig. 26
Crop of Spread 40-41, Beyond the
Castle Walls.
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“Transitional Storytelling” refers to storytelling that
aims to aid in the personal development of its audience.
These stories use real life experiences and places, along
with narrative, to build a secondary world that allows the
audience to explore a transitional phase of their life, such
as adolescence. This relates to pedagogy in that its essentially what educators do with students in the classroom:
create a particular scenario and set of constraints for learning a particular idea or skill. Secondary world-building in
transitional storytelling provides an escape for readers to
live vicariously through the characters in a different world,
let their guard down, and learn more about themselves,
making this kind of storytelling a great, approachable tool
for unpacking the difficult transition from childhood to
adolescence. The story becomes a technology for simulating a transitional experience.
The story parts, including characters, setting, and
events, allow readers to “reality-test” experiences, feelings, and struggles that they may encounter in the outside
world. Creating a Secondary World that utilizes aspects
of social realism is key in making the narrative and story
messages feel plausible, relatable, and transferable to the
reader’s own life. Inviting forms such as comics and fantasy engage the reader’s imagination. Transitional stories
for middle-grade readers allow the audience the opportunity to explore the “storms of adolescence”, whether that
content is taking place in a familiar neighborhood or a different planet, from the safety of their own secret backyard
hideout.20
We can look again at Ryan Andrews’ This Was Our Pact
as an example of transitional storytelling. In this graphic
novel for middle-grade readers, a group of boys make a
pact to follow the floating lanterns that are released into
the river by the town each year at the Autumn Equinox
Festival. Legend has it that after drifting out of sight, the
lanterns will soar off to the Milky Way and become brilliant stars. This year the boys are determined to find out if
that is true. Nathaniel remains steadfast and self-assured
despite enduring verbal bullying from the other boys, in
contrast to timid, insecure Ben. Much to Ben’s disappointment, he and Nathaniel, the kid who doesn’t fit in, quickly
become the last two boys to continue the search for the
lanterns. The others have all turned back, breaking the pact.
Together, Nathaniel and Ben end up traveling further than
anyone had ever gone before, and during this journey, they
face challenges that stir up frustrations and allow unsaid
emotions to bubble to the surface. Ben’s insecurity kept
him from getting to know Nathaniel because he worried
20 Cobb, Edith, “The Ecology of Imagination in Childhood.”,
538.
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that the other boys would bully him similarly to how they
treat Nathaniel, and in the wake of Ben’s fears and frustrations along the journey, Nathaniel’s constant optimism
eventually leads to a confrontation where both boys let
out everything they’ve been feeling: Ben’s annoyance and
insecurity, and Nathaniel’s hope to be accepted. In a fantasy environment shed of societal pressure, the two boys
can see that they are not so different after all. They share
interests and learn that they are exactly what one another
needs in a friend.21
The author has created a place through fantasy, worldbuilding and narrative to teach readers about friendship,
confrontation, second chances, and honesty during a transitional time in their lives when friendship is confusing
and difficult to navigate: middle school. Readers can see
the path that this friendship takes, learn from it, and apply
it in their own lives.
21 Andrews, This Was Our Pact.

Fig. 27 (above)
Andrews, Ryan, This Was Our Pact,
2019, Page 246.
Fig. 28 (opposite)
Crop of Spread 12-13, Beyond the
Castle Walls.

Transitional storytelling within my thesis narrative,
Beyond the Castle Walls, specifically explores the relationship
between childhood, adolescence, and place. The characters
long to experience a world different from their own and
escape the troubles that they face at home, much like many
middle-grade children that feel a lack of control in their
own homes as they grow in their independence throughout
adolescence. In their frustration and fear, the characters run
away to discover an enchanted forest that seems like the
perfect escape. They soon find that this new place presents
its own challenges. Evelyn runs away to be closer with her
friends, but she soon finds that the unfamiliar forest is not
as friendly as the streets of her neighborhood. She gets lost
and separated from her friends in a moment of curiosity,
leading to the discovery of an unexpected friend. Flynn and
his brother Forest are faced with a new friend that mirrors
their sadness at home. Matt must overcome his insecurities
to guide his friends to safety. This place that at first seemed
like an escape, gave each of the characters the supplies to
face the fears they initially ran from, and learn to appreciate
the home they fled. The fantasy environment is simulating
the real-life fears that they left behind at home as it is woven
with real-world challenges.
This transitional story allows young readers the vicarious experience of running away from home to an imagined world. It fulfills a yearning to visit faraway lands and
explore new places that attracts middle-grade children to

secret, imaginary hideouts and special spots in the backyard. The story shows readers that even as we grow up,
each new place has its own challenges that must be faced.
Readers will learn to confront new challenges that they
may encounter as they enter adolescence through reality-testing as the characters in the story trek through the
enchanted forest. The journey simulates how new places,
high school, college, new cities, or towns, can be both
exciting and scary as they present new obstacles, how
friendships will be tested as they mature, and why it’s
important to appreciate what encompasses the places you
come from: the people, the memories, and the experiences
that make up a home.
My special places are filled with the people, memories, and experiences that have shaped me. I’m still scared
of new places and experiences, losing friends, and the
challenges of growing up, just like the characters in my
thesis comic, but creating and engaging with stories that
address those fears make them easier to face. Transitional
stories build bridges between secondary worlds and reality, showing us ways of moving forward in life. Beyond the
Castle Walls is a story for a younger version of myself, for
the girl that loved to climb trees and imagine herself in
far off lands, and children like her. It’s a call to appreciate
the places and people that shape you, confront your fears
with bravery, and continue to imagine the world through
the eyes of a child.
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